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Relocated Locality
El Cerrito*, California USA, 122w18 38   37n54 57

Natal Chart
Hank Friedman, Jun 27 1950, 9:42:00 AM, EDT +04:00:00
Orange, NJ, 74w14'00, 40n46'00

zz
zz

Introduction
zz
zz

Welcome to your relocated chart report.

Your relocated chart is a horoscope cast for a different location to your place of birth. The  
zodiacal positions of the planets remain the same as in your natal chart, but their positions in  
the houses change.

In days past, most people tended to remain close to where they were born. This is not the  
case today; transcontinental and international travel is commonplace. The purpose of a  
relocated natal chart is to reveal the influences you are likely to experience in different  
locations. The interpretations in the report can show you what to expect from the new  
location. It is an invaluable tool for planning holiday or business trips and can be very useful  
when considering setting up home somewhere else.

As well as interpreting the planets in the houses, your relocation report also incorporates the  
Astro-Locality-Map (ALM) based on Astro*Carto*Graphy (R) (A*C*G) popularized by Jim  
Lewis, and Direction Lines based on the Local Space Astrology (R) (LS) method developed  
by Michael Erlewine.

The Astro-Locality-Map superimposes planetary data on to a map of the world and shows  
where each of the planets in a birth chart are actually crossing the meridian or horizon. The  
geographical locations of the planetary lines represent places where the individual can expect  
to experience the effects of the planet under observation.

Direction Lines are drawn through the birthplace in the direction of each of the planets. These  
lines extend around the entire Earth forming great circles. A planet's quality, energy or power  
is experienced anywhere along the length of the line.

ALM and Direction lines running through or close to your relocated position will indicate  
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how the place will affect you. For example, a Jupiter line will increase your sense of  
optimism and chances of success, whereas a Saturn line is more likely to be hard going and  
restrictive. In addition, Aspects can be used with planetary lines in order to fine-tune the  
interpretation.  Parans (Planetary Crossings) can also be considered. These represent a  
merging of two planetary energies at the degree of latitude the intersection occurs, which, of  
course, may correspond to your relocated place. Additionally, if a planetary Direction line  
crosses an ALM line a Destiny Crossing is said to occur.  Finally, it is important to take the  
Distance Orbs into account. The closer a planetary line is to the relocated place the more  
powerful it is likely to be.  We trust you will find the report insightful and helpful.  
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Relocated Ascendant and Midheaven
zz
zz

Ascendant in Cancer

Your primary concern here is to feel emotionally secure. You relate to this environment and  
others with great sensitivity and feeling. You are receptive to their needs and have an  
accentuated desire to care for or protect others. Your home is your place of greatest power as  
well as your sanctuary. As a counter-balance to your emotional sensitivity, you'll tend to  
attract down-to-earth and pragmatic partners, who seem to know where they are going in life  
and how they're going to get there.

zz
zz

Midheaven in Pisces

Where you're going and what you're doing here may be a mystery to you and others. At  
times, you may lack a clear sense of direction and experience periods of vocational  
uncertainty and drifting. The important thing to hold onto is the faith that your reason for  
being here will become clear. Trust your process and you may gain profound insights into  
yourself and life as a whole. Simple and modest living arrangements work best for you here.

zz
zz

Planets in Relocated Houses
zz
zz

Sun in 12th House

You tend to keep to yourself or withdraw from the spotlight here. You value your privacy  
and need occasional periods of seclusion to recover your strength and vitality. As a rule, you  
prefer to work behind-the-scenes here. You may need to guard against the potential enmity of  
powerful individuals.

zz
zz

Moon in 5th House

You may experience romance here. You are receptive to love affairs and passing attractions.  
Equally, you could meet a soul mate; someone who touches you deeply and emotionally.  
You know how to amuse yourself here and will probably enjoy an active and varied social  
life. You may be attracted to the arts, entertainment industry or child-care.

zz
zz
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Mercury in 12th House

This can be a good place to be if you want to give your mind a bit of a rest. Your natural  
inclination here is to stay out of the public eye and retreat into your own private world.  
Misunderstandings are possible here if you don't communicate your intentions and thoughts  
clearly to others.

zz
zz

Venus in 11th House

You can make kind and warm-hearted friends here, who will remain in your heart for many  
years. You can establish good connections that can help you achieve your goals and  
aspirations. Your friendships here may include artistically creative people as well as self-
indulgent hedonists.

zz
zz

Mars in 3rd House

You come alive socially here. Contacts are made quickly and unhesitatingly. You actively  
seek others out and respond immediately to invitations. Your thinking is sharp and you  
express yourself directly and clearly. At times, your verbal manner can be too abrupt or  
cutting for others. You move around a lot here, but take some care when driving or using  
public transport, as accidents are possible.

zz
zz

Jupiter in 8th House

Personal and professional partnerships tend to go well for you here, at least in financial  
terms. Partners can provide you with some degree of material security and you may enjoy  
economic successes together. Philosophically, you may develop an interest in esoteric  
matters and the supernatural.

zz
zz

Saturn in 2nd House

If money and possessions are very important to you this could be a challenging location for  
you. Even if you work really hard and earn a good salary, your outgoings will seem to exceed  
your income. On the other hand, if you can cope with the prospect of living simply, you may  
come to understand that who you really are has nothing to do with material wealth. This  
might be the greatest lesson you learn here.

zz
zz
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Uranus in 12th House

You can be prone to suddenly manifesting fears and anxieties here. Personal independence  
seems elusive. Eccentric or unpredictable behavior in others can unsettle you and hidden  
enemies can reveal themselves quite suddenly and unexpectedly.

zz
zz

Neptune in 3rd House

You are likely to experience difficulties communicating here. Your words may come out  
muddled or your thinking gets confused. You may try to evade questions or give answers that  
baffle others. Avoid outright deception as you will definitely get caught out.

zz
zz

Pluto in 2nd House

You have a strong need to establish yourself in financial and material terms here, so much so,  
that you may develop extreme attitudes towards wealth. Money can be seen as power, and its  
possession increases your options in life. Financial problems are possible through unwise  
speculations.

zz
zz

Planets on the Midheaven and Imum Coeli
zz
zz

ACG Sun Square Midheaven line at 115w42'

Distance: 579 km (359 miles) Moderate Influence

You have the power to succeed and to realize your personal goals and aspirations here, but  
only through great effort and self-motivation. Success and professional respect is important  
to you and you take pride in your vocational accomplishments; however you may find that  
your career and family life are occasionally at odds.

zz
zz

ACG Moon Trine Midheaven line at 115w17'

Distance: 615 km (382 miles) Mild Influence

In general, there should be a harmonious relationship between your professional life and  
home life here, with neither encroaching upon the other.

zz
zz
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ACG Mercury Square Midheaven line at 129w28'

Distance: 626 km (389 miles) Mild Influence

You have the ability to advance vocationally here through being clear about what you want to  
achieve and up to date with the demands of your job. Intellectual, business or media work  
may appeal to you here. Negatively, you may experience miscommunications with family  
members or professional colleagues. At times, your career and family commitments encroach  
upon one another.

zz
zz

ACG Venus Sextile Midheaven line at 119w44'

Distance: 226 km (140 miles) Strong Influence

In general, expect to enjoy good relationships with your family and work colleagues here.  
Vocational successes are likely in creative occupations or the arts, the beauty and fashion  
industries, or the public relations sectors.

zz
zz

ACG Mars on Imum Coeli line at 114w42'

Distance: 666 km (414 miles) Mild Influence

This location isn't the easiest place to find domestic bliss. A fine line exists between your  
home being a place of high activity or an outright battlefield. You may dominate your  
domestic scene and in extreme cases, come across to those you live with as a hothead or  
bully. Equally, a dominant parent or family member could make you irritable and rebellious.  
You need to watch how you express your physical energies around the home, as accidents are  
possible, particularly with tools and machinery.

zz
zz

ACG Uranus Square Midheaven line at 115w56'

Distance: 559 km (347 miles) Moderate Influence

In this location, you tend to march to the beat of your own drum. Others see you as a unique  
personality who is strongly individualistic. You assert your right to be independent and  
original. Professionally, you tend to prefer careers that are unusual. Your domestic  
circumstances are often changeable or unstable here.

zz
zz

Planets on the Ascendant and Descendant
zz
zz
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ACG Sun on Ascendant line

Distance: 977 km (607 miles) Mild Influence

You display a strong personal presence here and can make an impact on others. You come  
across as strong willed, proud and confident. You show self-assurance and leadership  
capabilities, coupled with a strong desire for recognition and personal success. Possibly, you  
may overwhelm other people with the power of your personality, or exhibit excessive pride  
or egotism.

zz
zz

ACG Mars Square Ascendant line

Distance: 881 km (547 miles) Mild Influence

You tend to express an assertive and, occasionally, forceful personality towards others in the  
environment here. Your manner is direct and frank. You are ambitious for recognition and  
achieve successes through your own efforts and self-motivation. You are a good organizer  
and like being in charge of situations. Giving orders or instructions to others comes naturally  
to you. Negatively, you can be pushy, argumentative and prepared to resort to bullying tactics  
to get your own way. Patience isn't one of your strongest traits.

zz
zz

ACG Jupiter Trine Ascendant line

Distance: 714 km (444 miles) Mild Influence

Without even really trying, you make a good impression on others here and gain their respect  
and favor. You have an outgoing and positive personality, which others find attractive and  
appealing. Broadminded and enthusiastic, you have an eagerness for knowledge and learning.  
You come into contact with people who can help you socially, financially and professionally.

zz
zz

ACG Saturn Sextile Ascendant line

Distance: 311 km (193 miles) Moderate Influence

You present a sober and responsible face to the world here and other people know they can  
rely on you. You're prepared to work hard and don't mind putting up with short-term pains  
for long-term gains.

zz
zz

ACG Uranus on Ascendant line

Distance: 1007 km (625 miles) Mild Influence

At this location, you are the "original personality" who has the ability to make an immediate  
impact upon others. You are strongly independent, individualistic and delight in being  
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different. Conventional attitudes and conservative people are likely to bore you here. You  
tend to be attracted to things that are progressive, modern and contemporary.  

zz
zz

ACG Neptune Square Ascendant line

Distance: 245 km (152 miles) Strong Influence

In this location you sometimes seem to be floating on air or living in your own world. You  
are more sensitive and susceptible to external influences here. You may need to guard against  
being led astray or taken advantage of by others.

zz
zz

Parans
zz
zz

ACG Saturn on the Imum Coeli line crosses ACG Sun on the Ascendant line at  
37n54'

Distance: 0 km (0 miles) Orb 0 00' of latitude Strong Influence

You develop good powers of perseverance and patience here, and achieve your objectives  
through self-discipline. You may encounter problems with authority figures or domineering  
males. Separations are possible.

zz
zz

ACG Saturn on the Imum Coeli line crosses ACG Uranus on the Ascendant  
line at 37n22'

Distance: 60 km (37 miles) Orb 0 32' of latitude Strong Influence

You are quite rebellious here, and will buck against anyone or anything that restricts your  
freedom. You can be quite provocative and bring yourself to the attention of the authorities.  
Injury proneness is also possible.

zz
zz

Destiny Crossings
zz
zz

LS Sun direction line crosses ACG Mars on the Imum Coeli line at 37n28',  
114w38'

Distance: 676 km (420 miles) Mild Influence

You have an abundance of energy here, which you express positively and confidently. Self-
motivated and ambitious, you enjoy an active life-style, accompanied by a need to be  
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constantly doing things. Your ability to hold leadership positions is pronounced.  
Advancements you make are due to your personal efforts. You have quick reflexes and are  
able to respond to situations immediately.  

zz
zz

LS Mercury direction line crosses ACG Mars on the Imum Coeli line at 45n53',  
114w38'

Distance: 1088 km (676 miles) Mild Influence

You are sharp-minded and quick on the uptake here. You respond to other people and  
situations quickly. In communication with others, you have the gift of repartee and the ability  
supply a ready answer when challenged. You talk directly to others and know how to press  
home a point. However, you can be inclined to sarcasm, defiance and colorful language.

zz
zz

LS Uranus direction line crosses ACG Mars on the Imum Coeli line at 37n21',  
114w38'

Distance: 678 km (421 miles) Mild Influence

Your freedom is very important to you here, and you will rebel against anything or anyone  
that restricts it. You prefer to act independently and can be difficult to live or work with.  
Personal safety may be an issue because this is an accident or injury zone for you.

zz
zz

LS Sun direction line crosses ACG Uranus on the Ascendant line at 31n45',  
130w37'

Distance: 1021 km (634 miles) Mild Influence

You are keenly intuitive here and seem to have an uncanny sense for the 'next big thing'. You  
are seen as an original personality, with insight and the power to introduce reforms and  
innovations. You refuse to be bound by convention.

zz
zz

LS Uranus direction line crosses ACG Sun on the Ascendant line at 31n43',  
130w16'

Distance: 999 km (621 miles) Mild Influence

You are keenly intuitive here and seem to have an uncanny sense for the 'next big thing'. You  
are seen as an original personality, with insight and the power to introduce reforms and  
innovations. You refuse to be bound by convention.


